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ABSTRACT 

The results of determination of the shock front position, 
near Venus according to the Venera-9, 10 and Pioneer-Venus 
data are compared* It is shown thdt «the presence of an asymmet-
ry of the three-dimensional form of the shock ware and its 
position in the ecliptic plane makes possible the explanation 
of the recently obtained discrepancy in determining the front 
position based on the data from the Venera and Pioneer-Venus о 
data. Both the identified asymmetry of the shock wave form and 
the rotation of its axis of symmetry in the ecliptic plane 
additionally at an. angle of 7.5° are probably associated with 
the interplanetary magnetic field, influence о 

@ Институт космических исследований (ЙКИ АН СССР) f 1981 



The position and the shape of bow sboek near Venus have 
been recently considered in £1-7] using the measurements of 
plasma end magnetic field made on-board the Venera-9 and -10 
satellites and the Pioneer-Venus 0rbiter« It has been noted 
in [4-6] that the shock front near Venus based on the Pioneer-
Venus data obtained during 1978-1979 is at a significantly 
larger distance from the planet than that determined from the 
data of the Venera-9, -10 measurements obtained during 1975» 
1976. According to the Venera-9, -10 data the distance at the 
subsolar point of the shock was estimated as equal to 1.27 
radii of Venus, R v f 6*] , and from the Pioneer-Venus data it was 
estimated as 1.37 Rv L5] and 1.47 R v [l]* 

Two explanations were suggested for the established dis-
crepancy in the shock position» One "of them is based on the 
result of f i j where an anisotropy of the shock near Venus was 
revealed associated with the interplanetary magnetic field 
orientation. The analysis of the Venera-9j> 10 shock crossings, 
in a frame of reference with the transversal component of the 
interplanetary magaetic field (HP) as one of the axes showed 
that in the direction perpendicular to this Ш Р component the 
Venusian shock is by 2,200 km (farther from the planet near it* 
terminator than in the direction along the transversal compo-
nent of IMP [l"J. This result was obtained using 17 crossings 
of shock for which the IMP orientation was known. 



She Pioneer-Venus orbiter crosses the shock front at high 
plane toa en trie latiti les, whereas-the Venera»9« -10 orbits 
cross the shock front at lower latitudes*. Since most frequently 
the IMP vector lies close to the ecliptic plane the front asym-
metry resulting from the IMP orientation should lead to the 
more distant»- on an average, position of the shock at high 
planetocentrie latitudes« 

Examining a much greater amount of experimental data 
Slavin et al«, [3»4j did not find }a dependence of the shock 

i 

position on the IMP orientation* It should be noted that the 
IMP variations increase while satellite approaches the shock 
wave that creates difficulties in determining, the IMP orienta-
tion* 

Slavin et al*, [3-5| .suggested an alternative explanation 
of the differences in the determined positions of the shock 
according to the Venera-9» -10 and Pioneer-Venus data, namely 
that they are associated with variations of the Sun;. ultra-
violent radiation during 11-year cycle cjf solar activity and 
its influence on the properties of the obstacle to the solar 
wind flow. This explanation, however, meets with certain dif-
ficulties since the observations of the ionospheric enaraete-
ristics near the ionization maximum and especially of the iono-* 
pause height in the periods when the Soviet and .American sa-
tellites performed measurements do not reveal any signifi-
cant changes in the state ©f the ionosphere [8-ld]® 

The Pioneer-Venus crossings of the shock front near Venus 
were analyzed .within solar-genith angles from 60е to 120° [ 5] 
and 45° to 135е [?Jc 172 crossings were used is, [5jj and even 
n e e lfi [f], 62 crossings -weye identified in the ¥@a@ra=9s> -10 
data is [6] but within a wider range of solar-genitfe angles 



5 
(from 25° to 150°). 

Assuming that the difference in determining the position 
of the shock (according to the data of two satellites) Is&hso-
ciated with its spatial position but not with the long-periodic 
time variations, the form of the shock front appropriate to it*, 
equatorial and polar cross-sections was obtained in £б} using 
combinations of the Venera-9» -10 and Pioneer-Venus crossings. 
The shock front form thus obtained, on the one hand, does not 

* contradict to the presence of the asimuthal asymmetry, on an 
average, and on the other hand does not agree with the conclu-
sions of Г5] about the absence of the front position dependence 
on the IMF orientation. 

In this paper we try to make a further analysis and a com-
parison of the Venera-9, -10 and FVO data on the shock positi-
on near Venus in order tc find out the causes of the existing 
discrepancies and to determine more accurately the position 
and the shape of the shock. 

Pig.1 shows the shock front crossings, 172 PV"0 shock cross-
ings f 5] and 54 Venera-9, -10 crossings [б] • The 
distance to the shock front in the terminator plane amounts to 
14*4 and 12.8 thousand km based on the PVO and Venera-9,-10 
data, respectively, i.e. the mean Ver.era-9, -10 shock location 
is closer to the planet by 11% compared to PVO one. The diffe-
rence between Venera-9,-10 and PVO shocks reported by [4t5] is 
related to the facir that the comparison was made with Venera-S, 
-10 shock crossings from [2] where no solar wind aberration 
was not. taken into account. 

•Figure 2 gives the shock front crossings ( PVO and 
Venera-9 and -10 data ) being only on the morning side 
of the planet that corresponds to PVO covered Sza range. It 
can be seen first, that compared with Pig. 1 the 
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difference in the position of two sets of points decreased 
significantly and, sr-iond, the curve describing the mean PVO 
shock is eomewhat higher than the PYO morning crossings.. In order 
to analyze the terminator cross-section of the shock in more 
details all 172 PVO crossings of the shock were projected to the 
terminator plane along the best fit curve given in [5] , (curve 
3, Table 1), and Venera-9, -10 crossings were projected along 
best fit curve given by [6J (curve 2, Table 1). In the latter 
case only those crossings were used which are within the same 
range of zenith angles as PVO crossings. Pig. -3 presents the 
so obtained shock projections in the terminator plane. It can' 
be seen from Pig. 3 that while the Venerc-9, 10 shock crossingb 
on the dawn (Yg-^O^are significantly closer to the planet" • 
. center than the PVO ones on the dusk they are located approxi-
mately at the same Planetocentric distances. The distribution 
of poinf.jp in the aberrated terminator plane in the X'Z' coordi-
nate system suggests that the shock surface is rotated around 
Z'-axis at some additional angle and the center of the surface 
trace describing the shock front is shifted in the terminator 
plane along the positive direction of Y'-axis. PVO and Venera-
-9, -10 shock crossings projected onto the terminator^plane were 
approximated by a least-square "fit circle. The radius of this 
cirle is equal to R = 14.51+1.24 thousand km and its center is 
displaced from the origin of coordinate system by 1.98 thousand 
km towards - axis (this circle is shown en Pig. 4 by the 
dotted line). The approximation of the PVO crossings alone by 
a circle leads to the similar result: R » 14.52+ 1.27 thousand 
km and the displacement is 1.40 thousand km. 

As a nê ct step the shock crossings of 7enera-9, -10 and the 
ones of PVO were approximated separately by the conic sections 
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with their focuses in the planet center and syimetry axes 
rotated relative to the polar axis at ^-angles -

p 

Here, the sign of -angle was taken positive for the corss-
ings at the upper side ( Yge >0). Three-dimensional coordinat-
es of the shock crossings were used. Table 1 gi/es parameters 
of the obtained curves. 

It is seen from this Table that the dusk-dawn asymmetry 
is recognized in the Pioneer-Venus data as well as in the 
Venera-9,-10 data, being more apparent in the latter case» 
This should be expected for the crossings lying near the 
ecliptic plane if the shock surface is rotated around Z'-axis 
by some angle additional to the aberration one. Thus both sets 
of data confirm the presence of the dawn-dusk asymmetry of 
the shock. 

To describe the shape of the shock front more accurately, 
satisfying the two sets of data representing near-equatorial 
(Venera-9,-10) and meridional (Pioneer-Venus) cross-sections 
of shock, tho best fit second order surface was calculated. 
The surface equation was taken symmetrical relative to ths 
ecliptic plane. 

a ^ x 2 + a22y2 + a 3 3z 2 + a12xy + e(14x + a ^ y + a ^ = 0, (2) 

where 2, Y, Z are the coordinates of the shock front surface 
(R^) in the solar-ecliptic coordinate system rotated by the 
solar wind aberration angle. 

Approximating surface was found by the minimization of 
' • ' • - - .".'•••• i 

the sum of squared distances of crossings to the surface along 
the normals "to it. The distance from a point to the surface 
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was calculated by the iteration method. Table 2 gives the 
surface coefficients (2) obtained.from 226 shock crossings. 
The coefficient a22 iu Eq.(2) was taken equal to 1. 

Table 3 presents the crossings of the so found surface 
with the axes of the coordinate system as well as some para-
meters of this surface: £ Хг а11** are the eccentricities 
of the cross-sections in the plane X'Z». and Y'Z* respectively! 
^ is the angle between the symmetry axis of the surface anA 
2*-axis; and By are the ellipsoid semi-axes in the Y'Z1 

plane. 
The solid line in Fig.3 shows the cross -section of the 

determined surface by the Y'Z» plane. It can.be seen that it 
describes both the Vsenera-9, -10 points and the PVO points 
projected onto the terminator plane rather well. 

Pig.4 illustrates the cross-section of this surface by 
the X'Y* plane together with the projected onto this plane th« 
Yenera-9» -10 shock crossings for which z thousand km. 
Also given are the shock crossings of earlier Venera-4 and 
Venera-6 missions 

The subsolar point distance, X|, 
and the distance at dawn terminator, Y^ agree well with the 
values obtained in [6j for a second-order symmetric 2D~curve. 
The distance at the dusk terminator (Y|), however, exceeds by 
about 2,000 km that at the morning terminator, being close to 
the value at the terminator in the X*Z' plane. It can also be 
seen that Venera-4 and Venera-б shock crossings [lf,lfifj are 
in reasonable agreement with both the average curve and indi-
vidual shock crossings o f . Venera-9 and -10. 

Pig.5 shows the cross-section of the shock surface in 
the X'Z* plane together with the PVO shock crossings projected 
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into the plane by rotation about the X?-axis. The distance to 
the shock front at the terminator in the X'Z1 planefequal to 
14,380 km (2.38 Rv ), is very close to the value obtained in Г 5] 
where PVO crossings were approximated by a conic section. 

The histogram of deviations from observed shock crossings 
to the model surface along the normals to the latter is 
given in Pig.6. Interesting is the fact that the r.m.s. devia-
tion, which is 0e 16 (960 km)* in the 3-dimensional esse is. 
slightly less than the value 0»17 [5] obtained for the 2-D 
conic section. 

n 
Thus the derived three-dimensional shock model can explain 

divergencies and contradictions between earlier estimations of 
the location and shape of the shock front, revealed from Pio-
neer-Venus Orbiter and Venera-9» -10 data. The explanation is 
the asymmetric shape of the shock front, rotated by about 7° 
in the ecliptic plane, in addition to the aberration angle. 
Relatively small number of the shock crossings on the dusk side 
determined from Venera-9, -10 data recorded in low temporal re-
solution telemetry mode may cast зоте doubts on the accuracy 
of the obtained deflection angle. Yet the analysis of dawn-
dusk pairs"of the shock crossings occured on the same sattelite 
orbit behind the planet confirms the obtained result (these 
pairs are marked in Pig.4)* Time intervals between two cross-
ings of the shock were about I^IS®. It is seen that these 
individual crossings agree reasonably both with all other 
crossings and the average curve. 

Using the value of rms-deviation and geometrical conside-
rations we evaluate an error of the rotation angle determina-
tion as ±1°. So the asymmetry of the shock and its value seem 
to be reliably established. 
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As was first shown by Walters [Т31 from the analysis of 
an oblique MHD shock the existence of the interplanetary mag-
netic field should lead to an additional deflection of the 
solar wind flow on the shock front and, as a consequence, to 
a rotation of its symmetry axis relative to the direction of 
the solar wind flow» He found that for the subsolar point of 
the terrestrial shock the flow deflection angle should be about 
7«56. There have been indications that this effect does exist 
but no unambiguous confirmation of it has been found yet 
15]. 

Following Walters* idea we may estimate this effect using 
the expression for the deflection angle on the perpendicular 
MHD shock [if]: 

where ^ • is the "density jump on the shock front, M^ is 
the Alfven Mach number, is the angle between the normal 
to the shock front and the magnetic fieM vector. 

Assuming - and the conditions for Yenus* 
orbit [fjt MA = 7»2 and = -35° we get from (3) the asgle 

oL = -6° in the subsolar point which is close to the obtained 
value. 

An attempt was made to check the relation (3) for indivi-
dual pairs of shock crossings. To do this, pairs of shock cross-
ings recorded during one Venera-10 pass near the planet (Pig.7) 
have been compared with calculated positions of a shock wave 
rotated in the ecliptic through an angle determined by the re-
lation (3)* As is seen from Pig.7» observations agree satisfac-
torily with the theoretical predictions. 



The Venera-9 and -10 data demonstrated shock front posi-
tion dependence on the angle between the normal to the front 
and the IMP direction [l7j. This result was interpreted in 
[17] as a shock anisotropy, caused by different velocities of 
MHD wave propagation. The effect we discuss here should lead 
to a similar result. Pig.8 illustrates dependence of the shock 
distance at the terminator on the angle between the normal to 
the front and the IMF direction, based on the data of [Ifj . 
We must mention that the average IMP direction is determined 
in [ l 7 ] for a 45s interval, including a shock structure. Pig.9 
distinctly shows the IMP effect on the shock front location. 

The shape of the shock thus obtained is slightly asymmet-
ric in the terminator section (see Table 3), with a ratio of 
semiarxes in the Z' and Y'-directions of 1.05 and their diffe-

I 
rence equal to 650 km; this asymmetry is by a factor of 3 less 
than the value obtained earlier [ 1, 1 . The key effect is the 
dawn-dusk asymmetry of about 2,000 km in planetocentric dis-
tances. 

The results of this paper have some similarities with the 
recent paper of Pormisano [18] who investigated the three-di-
mensional model of the near-Earth shock and the dependence of 
its position and shape on the solar-wind conditions, in parti-
cular on the IMP orientation and the Alfven Mach number, Мд. 
It was shown in fl8j that the symmetry axis of the near-Earth 
shock, the position and shape of which was determined from the 
shock crossings normalized to the dynamic pressure of the solar 
wind, deviates, on the average, by 8.9° from the sunward direc-
tion. As the aberration angle due to the Earth's crbital motion 
Is about 4°, the additional rotation angle due to IMP existence 
is about 5°. According to [18] this result agrees both with 
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the theoretical predictions (Eq.3) and with the earlier expe-
rimental results of Hundhausen et al« [ 14j who studied the 
pattern of the plasma flow in the transition region near the 
Earth. Comparison of the results of this paper with those cb-
tained in [l8] for the near-Earth shock emphasizes the follow-
ing circumstance. Contrary to the Venusiaa shock, in the case 
of the near-Earth shock the effect associated with the dawn-
dusk asymmetry is revealed only for crossings normalized to 
the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. This is possibly due 
to the different nature of obstacles'near the two planets. 

о 
According to [5,7] the near-Venus shock position and its vari-: 

ations correlate but weakly with the dynamic pressure of the 
solar wind and with ionopause height variations, unlike the 
near-Earth shock and magnetosphere [ I9J . It appears that the 
shock near Venus is automatically «normalized* to the dynamic 
pressure of the solar wind. 

Thus, due to the IMP effect, the near-Venus shock is non-
symmetric relative to the direction of solar wind flow, and 
its axis is additionally rotated by about 7°, on the average, 
in the direction of solar wind aberration. The analysis of the • 
position of the shock front as a function of the angle between 
the normal to the front and the IMF vector shows that the 
effect is indeed observed not only as an average one but also 
for individual crossings of the shock. 

Since this effect follows from the conditions of flow 
velocity refraction at the МНР shock front we may also expect 
an asymmetry in a pattern of the plasma flow around the planet 
and possibly in the shape of the abstacle forming in the plas-
ma flow around the ionosphere of Venus. 



Table 1 

Satellite H р*Ю*км 6 to ъ ю3лн QiOHH Г (0:пм 

Venera-9, -10 
crossings 

52 13.70 0.83 
(2.27R,,) 

-4.6° 7.50 14.70 12.9 
(1.24RV)(2.43RV) (2.13RV) 

Pioneer-Venus 
crossings 

172 14.30 
(2.37V 0 , 6 9 

8.47 14.80 13.8 
-2*7°(1.4RV) X2.45Rv) (2.29V 

Table 2 

d22 «11 °33 «12 а14 Д24 °44 

1.0 0.190 0.912 0.214 3.82 0.329 5.156 

4 
Table 3 

X+x103km Y+x103km ~Yjc103 Z+x103Jm f £ x z £ x z Az*103km By* 
Ю in 

7.68 14.77 -12.78 14-38 -74° 0.89 0.30 14.42 13.77 
• 

(1.27^) (2.441^) (2И1\) (2.38^) (2.38Ру) 
lC2.28Rv) 



Figure Captions 

Crossings of the shook front according to .the Pioneer--
Venus (crosses) and Venera-9» -10 (circles) data in -

j 
the solar ecliptic system of coordinates. The average 
position of the shock obtained in [ъ] from the PVO 
crossings is also shown. 
Here and in the following Figures all the crossings 
are allowed for solar wind aberration. 
The same as in Fig. 1 but billy the crossings are giv-
en for which Y'< Oil - the curve obtained in £5] and 
describing the average of PVO crossings distribution; 
II - the qurve describing the average of Venera-9.-10 
crossings distribution . 
Crossings of the„ shock according to the PVO and Ve-
nera- 9» -1° data projected onto the terminator plane; 
1%Z* , (see text). The dotted line is an approximation 
of the obtained points in th% terminator plane by the 
circle with the center shifted along the positive di-
rection of Y *-axis• The solid line is the trace of о 
the- obtained three-dimensional surface of *the shock 
onto the terminator planj (see text). 

Crossing of the surface describing the shock front 
with the ecliptic plane, X'Y*. The Venera-9, -10 shock 
crossings at Z1 < 5 thousand km were projected onto 
the X'Y1 plane by rotation around X'-axis. Bach pair 

of crossings with numbers 1-3 were obtained during one. 
pass of the Venera-10 satellite. B4 and 66 show the eh» 
crossings of the Vtnera-4, -6 probes. 



Pig. 5 Crossing of the three-dimensional shock surface with 
the plane X'Z'. The PVO shock crossings (crosses) 
are shown projected onto- the X'Z1 plane by rotation 
around X'-axis. 

Pig. 6 Histogram of the distribution of the deviations, 
dn, of the shock crossings from the average shock sur^ 
face, along the normals to it. The me pn value of the 
deviation dn = v 0,12 the mean-square value d^ » 
* 0 . 1 6 . Ry 

Pig. 7 Dependence of the plane tocentric distance of the model 
shock at the dawn and dusk terminator on the Ш Р ori-
entation. Circles denote the distances of the shock 
front for one pass of the Venera-10 satellite, open 
circles - dawn crossingstfilled circles - dusk ter-
minator. 

Pig. 8 Dependence of the planetocentric distance of the shock 
front fVenera-9, -10 datajon the angle between the 
magnetic field and the normal to the front, У , . 
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